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"What you see is what you get"

Wild Bill Hickock

1 Introduction

The relationships between radio galaxies and their environment are varied, complex,

and evolve with cosmic epoch. Basic questions are what role the environment plays in

triggering and fuelling (radi,,_) galaxy activity, what the effects of this activity are on its

environment, and how radio galaxies and environment evolve. Clearly, this could be the

topic of a workshop all in itself and the scope of this review will necessarily be limited.

"A review of the connections between environment and galaxy activity in general has

been given by Heckman (1990)..

First, I will briefly summarize the relationships between parent galaxy and cluster

environments, and radio galaxies. A more detailed discussion of various aspects of this

will be given elsewhere by F. Owen, J.O. Burns and R. Perley. I will then discuss

the current status o.f investigations of extended emission-line regions in radio galaxies,

again referring elsewhere in this volume for more detailed discussions of some particular

aspects (kinematics and ionization mechanisms by I(. %Ieisenheimer; polarization and

spectral index lobe asymmetries by G. Pooley). I will conclude with a brief discussion

of the current status of observations of high redshift radio galaxies.

2 Parent Galaxies, Neighbourhoods and Cluster Environments

" Optical observations have shown that a large fraction (30(/_ to 50(g) of nearby (z < 0.5),

powe, rful (Pl.t00,rest > 1033 ergsHz -I s-l) 22 FR-II type radio galaxies exhibit peculiar
optical features (tails, fans; Heckman ct al. 1986; Hutchings 1987) and unusually blue,

extra-nuclear colors (Smith and Heckman 1989). \\"hile their r -1/4 surface brightness

profiles still classify them as ellipticals, the morphological distortions strongly suggest

"-'-Ito = 50, rio = 0.0
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that the)" are interacting or merging with nearby gas rich companions (see T oomre and

Toomre 1972). Support fer this also comes from stellar ,:t)n;,:l_.l,-s ._t',t<li,_.<which show

that po_'.erful radio galaxies which are morphologicall)" peculiar exhibit more stellar

rotation than other radio ga]axies and normal ellipticals, presumabl) because of recent

merging with a disk galax)" (Smith _._ al. 1990).

On the other hand. low power (Pl-_00.r___t < 1033 er_s Hz -1 S-l). FRI t)pe radio

galaxies appear associated with relati\el)" normal elliptical galaxies, albeit generall) of

the D or cD t)'pe ( e.g. Owen and Laing 1989). In addition to this morpho!ogical ditTerence

between the parent galaxies of low and high power radio sources, investigations reported

at this workshop b)" F. Owen further suggest that the l"adio ERI / FtR II t)'pe break

may be a function of optical luminosity as well.

Several studies have been made of the gaiaxian/cluster e'_',ii omnents of radio galaxies

(e.g. Heckman. Carth)" and Bothun 1965: Fates. hIiller and Peacock !989" Smith and

Heckman 1990" Hill and Lilly 1991). These studies have shown that. at low redshifts.

powerful FRII tF,pe radiogalaxies inhabit relatively sparseI) populated regions with

average galaxy densities a factor 2-3 lower than those of low power FR I rF'pe radio

galaxies. At larger redshifts (z >_ 0.8), the cluster en'_'ironments of FIR II t)'pe radio

galaxies appear to be richer, while no change in environment has been found for FR I

types (Hill and Lilly 1991). This suggests that FRII activit)" may somehov,; be related
to the evolution of its cluster environment (intergalactic medium, galaxy richness, or

both). Incidentally: the cluster environments of powerful radio galaxies and quasars are

very similar (Smith and Heckman 1990; Hill and Lilly 1991). suggesting that these types

of objects are also closely related.

\_Jhile much about the detailed interpretation of these results remains unclear, the

difTerence in parent, galax)" types: en\ironments, and stellar kinematics suggests that
the t_vo classes of radio sources do not sirnpl)" evolve into one another, at least not on

t)'pical FR II timescales which mar be at most a few times 107 F'ears (Leahv 1991). The

evidence strongly suggests that the interaction and merging of elliptical galaxies with

gas rich companions plays an important role in triggering or fuelling powerful, FR II

rF'pe radio source activity'. The resulting decrease in galaxy density surrounding the

radio galaxies would be consistent with the observed decrease in cluster richness with

redshift. The importance of galaxy interactions in connection with galaxy activity and

central star formation is ])eing recognized in a varlet)" of galax)" t)pes, illcluding star

burst galaxies, Se)ferts and quasars, as well as radio galaxies (see Heckman i990). The

processes of gala.x)" activit)" and star formation ma), occur simultaneousl)u or may even

t)e causal'c connected, when dense gas rapidl)' accumulates in the central regions of the

interacting galaxies (Norman and Scoville 1988: Hernquist 1959: Shlosman. Begelman
and Frank 1990).

The lower radio luminosities of the less disturbed parent galaxies of FR I t)'pe radio

somces suggest a diffel'ent origin and evolution of tl_eir activity. In th,'_e cases the "'gas-

st:pl)l)"" to their galax)" nuclei may be due to infall from tld.cir halos or clusters (cooling

fi_)ws), and is pres_una]-,1)" m_)re sedate, continuous and of a lower level thall is l_rovided

rnv the rapid merging proces._es thou_:ht to occur in FR IIs.
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3 Interaction of Radio Galaxies with Their Environment

3.1 Extended Emission-Line Regions

Extended emission-line regions (EELRs) in radio and other active galaxies are being
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Fig. I. These histograms show the inceasingly better alignment of EELR (left panels) and
optical continuum emission (right panels) as function of redshift/radio power in the 3CR samp!,e
studied by McCarthy (1989).

studied by many groups. Important new developments since the last Ringberg workshop
in 1988 are the realization that emission-line "cones" may be ubiquitous in active galax-
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• ies (Seyferts and radio galaxies), and the extremely good correlation between EELR and
radio lobe asymmetries. I briefly summarize the current Status and _efer for a more de-

tailed discussion of many relevant aspects to my previous review (van Breugel 1988),
and to the proceedings of the ESO workshop on "Extranuclear Activity in Galaxies"
(19S9).

3.1.1 Occurrence

Narrow-band surveys of representative samples of nearby and distant radio galaxies
show that a large fraction (_ 70%) have extended optical emission line regions (e.g.
Baum and Heckman 19S9a, b; ._IcCarthy, Spinrad and van Breugel 1992).

3.1.2 Alignments

In relatively powerful radio galaxies the EELRs are usually within _ 20 ° of the radio
axes. in most cases between the galaxy nucleus and radio hotspots (Baum, Heckman and
van Breugel 1990; .klcCarthy. Spinrad and van Breugel 1992) but sometimes extending
beyond radio hot spots (van Breugel 1988). The alignment between the EELRs and
radio sources becomes better for high redshift / more powerful objects (McCarthy 1989;
Fig. 1).

3.1.3 Luminosities

The EELR and radio luminosities are suprisingly well correlated (Baum and Heckman
19S9a, b; McCarthy 1989; 5IcCarthy et ai. 1991) This, together with 3.!.2., strongly
suggests that the EELRs and radio lobes have a common source of energy (presumably
the nucleus).

3.1.4 Asymmetries

EELR and radio lobe asymmetries are strongly correlated: the strongest line emission
is always found on the side where the lobe is closest to the nucleus (McCarthy, van
Breugel and Kapahi 1991" Fig. 2). It suggests that the gaseous environments of radio
galaxies are asymmetric, and that the radio lobes are slowed down most on the side of
the densest gas. As a corollary, this means that radio lobe distance asymmetries cannot
be used to constrain lobe advance speeds and radio source ages. I am referring to the
contribution by G. Poolev at this workshop for the discussion of observed asymmetries
in radio lobe polarizations and spectral indices.

3.1.5 Kinematics

The kinematics of EELRs in nearby radio galaxies appears to be dominated by gravita-
tional forces, including rotation of gaseous disks acquired through merging with gas-rich
companions or accretion from halos or cooling flows (e.g. Baum et al. 1991; Tadhunter
1991). However. radio jets/lobes can significantly affect the kinematics of emission-line
gas at locations where they interact with ambient gas. Recent examples are Cygnus A
and 3C 265, with EELR velocities of as much as 1800 km s -1 (Tadhunter 1991). Other
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Fig. 2. :\n example of the correlation between EELR and radio lobe asymmetries (.McCarthy,

van Breugel and Napahi 1991): shown are a 6 cre, 1" resolution VLA map of 3C280, z = 0.99

(top), and a continuum subtracted narrowband [OII]A3727 image (bottom). Note that EELR
is on the side with the lobe nearest to the nucleus (lob'-. distance ratio 1/1.27).

examples are 3C 277.3: 4C 29.30 and 3C 321. and it is worth repeating (see van Breugel

• 1988) that the velocities of emission-line gas seem to be nearly ahvays blue-st lifted on

_he side of the brightest jets. This might mean that these jets are Doppler boosted and

pointed towards us. The question remains, however: where are the redshifted EELRs
near radio knots of unseen (counter-) jets. which in such models should also exist and

be pointed away from ns? It is clearly of interest to continue studies of the kinematics of
EEL[Cs associated with radio jets. The emission-line kinematics near hotspots may also

be interpreted in terms of gas entrainment by lobes propagating through dense g_s (e.g.
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van Breugel ct al. 19S5a [3C 277.3]; \Vilson and Ulvestad 19S7 [NGC 106S]; Pedlar et al.

1959 [Seyfert'sl). A nice and detailed interl)retation of the kinematics of emission-line

gas entrained by the radio lobes of 3C 36S has been presented by I<. _X[eisenheimer (this

workshop).

3.1.6 Ionization

Quite generally, the emission-line ratios of EELRs, both in nearby and distant radio

galaxies, can be adequately modelled with simple photoionization models in welch the

radio galaxy nuclei are also sources of ionizing (U\;. X-ray) radiation directed or col-

limated in cone-like fashion along the same axes as their bulk out_ow (jets, winds). I

consider it beyond the scope of this review to give a complete diacussion of the pros

and cons of this :'standard interpretation" except to mention that 1) the low ionization

EELRs and their associated (?) low power radio sources in cooling flow clusters may

well require a different dominant source of ionization see (Heckman ct al. 1986), 2) close

scrutinity of emission line ratios reveals some inconsistencies which require either more

sophisticated AGN photoionization models, or leave room for alternative explanations

(i.e. shock ionizatien) in specific cases. Two such cases are discussed in detail by K.

..X'Ieisenheimer (3C 368) at this workshop.

3.2 Extended Optical Continuum

There is increasing evidence that the presence of very blue optical continuum emission

associated with radio galaxies may be a relatively common phenomenon. The origin of

this continuum may be young stars, scattered light or synchrotron emission, all of which

are related to different aspects of the interaction of a radio source with its environment.

This is perhaps most dramatically illustrated by the discoveries that distant radio

galaxies exhibit blue optical continuum which is nearly always aligned with the axes of
their associated radio sources (5{cCarthy etal. 1987; Chambers ct al. 1987; 5/IcCarthy

ct al. 1990, 1991). \¥hile it is likely that most of this optical emission is probably due

to young stars (see for example Chambers and McCarthy 1990), optical polarization
observations have shown that at least some of the UV excess may be due to scattered

light from the nucleus (Scarrott et al. 1990: Januzzi and Elston 1991). Furthermore, as

emphasized by Meisenheimer at this workshop, objects with very bright EELRs such as

ac 368 may significantly "contaminate" broadband images if strong emission-lines such

as [OII]A3727 fall in the filter band pass. This is really only an issue for objects in the

redshift range 0.6 - 1.1 (for example with the Lick/"Spinrad" l:{s filter covering 6000

- 7700 _). and even in this redshift range emission-line free "intermediate broadband"

images have confirmed the basic aligmnent effect (Rigler ct al. 1992).
Als(), in several nearby radio galaxies blue continuum emission has been found. There

are the wellknown cases of optical synchrotron knots associated with radio jets (.h{ 87,

3C66B, 3C277.3. PI<S0521-36 etc.) and lobes (3C33, PictorA and others; see else-

where in these proceedings and those of the first Ringberg workshop). Young stars
and scattered continuum are not as commonly found, although some spectacular exam-

ples are known (Minkowski's Object, van Breugel ct ai. 1985b; PKS 2152-69, di Serego

Alighieri ct al. 1988).
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Fig. 3. Radio and optical images of 3C 255 showing t.he location of a star forming region behind

the eastern hot spot. Fig. 3a shows a smoothed 2_./1 t'esolution 2I cm image of 3C 285. Fig. 3b

shows a narrow-band image centered at _he Hc_ emission-line (Baum ct al. 1990; continuum

not subtracted). Note the small, slightly extended EELR at ,'-, 45 '_ east of the parent galaxy.

Lick spectra have shown _hat this EELR is an ]-]II region at the redshift of 3C 28.5. Its loca t.ion

relative to the radio hot spot is shown in Fig. 3c (see arrow).

-- .Xiotivated 1>3, the rather general presence of UV continuum associated with distant

radio galaxies, and by evidence ihat similar effects _ on a more modest scale- also

seem t.o occur in nearby, less powerful radio galaxies, A. Dey (UC Berkeley) and I

are conducting a systematic optical U- and R-band survey of a well defined sample of

- relatively nearby radio galaxies selected from the 3CIt and PKS catalogs. Ali objects
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are constrained to have redshifts between 0.055 - 0.200 so that no bright emission-lines

fall in the Iv'- ([OII],\3727) and R- ([OIII],\5007) passbands (when convolved with the

detector/telescope/atmosphere throughput.).

Our first results have been very encouraging and suggest that in as man)" as 30%

of the objects extra-nuclear UV continuum knots exist which ma)" in some way be

associated with their radio sources. One example is 3C 285 (Fig. 3), which was already

known to have a very blue compact object along its radio axis (Saslaw, Tyson and Crane

197$), at some 60 kpc from the nucleus. Although noted by the authors it was not ,the
main focus of their attention, which was aimed at the eastern "hot spot" of 3C 285.

Narrow-band imaging observations by Baum e_ al. 1990 of the 3C 285 field showed.

by chance, that this compact, blue object also exhibits extended optical line emission.

with the brightest line and continuum emission facing the nucleus. Our spectroscopic

observations at Lick have subsequenth" shown that it is an H-II region at the redshift of

3C 285. Thus, in many ways this object resembles hIinkowski's Object, suggesting that

the expanding radio lobes may have induced star formation in dense gas along the radio

axis (possibly a cloud of c01d gas or gas associated with a small, gasrich galaxy which

happened to be in the path).

Of course, unlike in Minkowski's Object and also NGC 7385 (Hardee, Owen and Eilek

1980), in 3C 285 there is no direr* morphological association between the star forming

region and a relatively bright radio component (.jet or hot spot). This is perhaps not

too surprising though since 3C285 is a nearly 100 times more powerful, FR, II type

radio source. Presumably its jet and hot spot propagation speeds are p_uch larger than

those of lower power. FR I type sources and any star forming regions triggered by its

passage will correspondingly lag further behind. In fact, by studying the spectral energy

distribution (SED) of this object one can in principle determine the age of its star burst

using stellar population synthesis techniques (see for example Chambers and Charlot

1990). This in combination with the known (projected) distance behind the hot spot

(43kpc) yields a new way of estimating the lobe advance speed, independent of the
usual methods based on spectral ageing or ram pressure arguments (e.g. Leahy 1991).

\l'e are currently still lacking sufi:icient data for a detailed SED analysis, but it is

probably safe to assume that the age of the starburst is somewhere between 107 and

l0 s years. Assuming; for example, an age of 5 x 107 years, we derive a hot spot advance

speed of 900km/s. Allowing for projection effects, which may led to underestimate

this velocity by a factor of 2 to 3, and .an uncertainty of a factor of 3 or so in the

starburst age: which may go either way: I would conclude at this point that the hot spot

speed is probably more than 1000 km/s, but probably less than 10.000 km/s. _i'he upper

estimate is consistent with lhe expansion speed derived for 3C 285 from spectral ageing

arguments (8400 km/s; Alexander and Leahy 1987). Studies of H-II regions behind radio

hot spots in nearby FRII sources may thus provide unique new constraints for radio

galaxy models.
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Fig. 4. Two examples of high redshift radio galaxies with very compact parent galaxies (left

hand panels; MRC 00:30-219 and 0152-209 with - = 2.16S and - = 1.$90 respectively) and

equally compact steep spectrum radio sources (right hand panels; from McCarthy et al. 1990,

1991).
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4 Quasi-Stellar Distant Radio Galaxies

\\:hile high redshift (" > 1) radio galaxies generally have multi-modal, elongated mor-
phologies more or le_s directed along their radio axes, it has also become clear from
ungoing searches for distant radio galaxies that some of them ca_._ be rather compact or

even stellar in good seeing images. Two such examples are the F,folon.51o sources __IRC

0152-209 (hlcCa_thy et al. 1991) and Z IRC 0030-219 (hIcCartt:_:" et ai. 1990; Fig. 4).

Interestingly, in both cases the associated radio sources are also very compact (0"6 and

0_.t3 respectively). Their optical spectra show relatively narrow Ly-a,. indicating that

these objects are galaxies, riot quasars.

Another example'is hIRC0349-21I (z = 2.310; hfcCarthy et a,!. 199I). In this case.

the galaxy is relatively compact but the radio source is fairly large (7:'4" 94kpc). and

has a relatively strong core. There is also evidence tl_at the CI\," 1549 line is fairly broad•

Together these observations suggest that hIRC 0349-211 might be an example of a high

redshift "'broad-line radio galaxy" (this class includes nearby sources such as 3C 390.3

and 3C 445, and their parent, ".,N-type" galaxies usually have strong nuclear continua). I

would conclude from these ongoing investigations that there is increasing evidence that

distant radio galaxies may exhibit a wide variety of properties and it will be interesting

to compare these with those of quasars at similar redshifts to investigate a possible

connection, evolutionary or otherwise (e.g. Heckman et al. 1991; Neff and Hutchings

1990; Bart hel 1989).

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy at the Institute of

Geophysics and Planetary. Physics, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, under contract W-7405-
Eng-48.
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